
Advanced DFT



- Adiabatic Connection Formalism
- Exact Exchange

- Fluctuation-Dissipation for Correlation (vdW aware)

   - RPA, RPAx, …   

  - Sharp-Horton, Talman-Shadwick,Sham-Shlueter, KLI

- ISI Interaction Strength Interpolation
- SCE Strictly Correlated Electrons
  - Kolmogorov optimal transport dual formulation

- General Variational Formulation

- LIISA Locally Interpolated Interaction Strength Approx

- Lieb-Oxford Bound
- Virial Theorem and Scaling Relations
- Unambiguous Energy Densities

- Homogeneous Electron Gas: HF, RPA, Wigner Crystal



Optimized Effective Potential

              a.k.a.
    
Exact Exchange in DFT



Stater determinants

N-particle product wavefunctions (Hartree products)  

do not belong to the Fermionic subspace; 

enters



Stater determinants

N-particle product wavefunctions (Hartree products)  

do not belong to the Fermionic subspace; are not acceptable

Slater determinants
are acceptable 
Fermionic wfcs

can form a basis for



Hartree-Fock Variational Approximation

seek the variational minimum of the energy 
expectation value among Fermionic wfcs given by a 

single Slater determinant

The variational parameters are the single particle orbitals

NB: the variational space is not a subspace



Hartree-Fock Energy

Chemist definition of correlation: whatever is beyond HF

Probability to find one particle in r  (and one in r')



Hartree-Fock Energy

Chemist definition of correlation: whatever is beyond HF

Probability to find one particle in r  (and one in r')



Hartree-Fock Energy Functional

Hartree 
energy
     EH > 0

Exchange 
(Fock) energy
     Ex < 0

orthogonality conditions

leads to the Hartree-Fock eqs



Hartree-Fock equations



Hartree-Fock equations



Hartree-Fock equations



independent electrons in a self-consistent potential 

non-local exchange (Fock) operator

Hartree-Fock equations





Local approximations for Vx 
independent electrons in a self-consistent potential 

non-local exchange (Fock) operator

local approximations:

statistical average 

Slater Potential

Slater, Phys. Rev. 81, 385 (1951); 82, 538 (1951)

When computed for the HEG and then applied locally it
            gives the       method 



Homogeneous Electron Gas

Consider a periodic system of electrons and ions  (neutral)

and let's smear the ionic charge distribution

the external potential tends to a constant  (-infinity)



In the Jellium model (homogeneous electron gas) the ionic 
density is uniform and the system is neutral

The system is translational invariant w/o ext magnetic field
It is postulated that so is the HF scf hamiltonian (to be verif).
HF wfcs are therefore just plane waves.

Hartree-Fock in the HEG



The system is translational invariant w/o ext magnetic field
It is postulated that so is the HF scf hamiltonian (to be verif).
HF wfcs are therefore just plane waves.

The density is uniform

neutrality
non magnetic sol.

Hartree-Fock in the HEG



The total electrostatic energy of jellium is zero

Hartree-Fock in the HEG



Hartree-Fock in the HEG

In general ...

no macroscopic electric field in insulating samples
in metals the field is completely screened 



For the same reason

The average value of the electrostatic potential is actually 
arbitrary and is conventionally set to zero.

Hartree-Fock in the HEG

There is no simple way to compare the eigenvalues of two 
different periodic calculations.



Exchange potential:

Hartree-Fock in the HEG



Exchange potential:

    a  k-dependent constant

where

Hartree-Fock in the HEG



Exchange potential:

This integral is done, for instance, in Kittel  “QTofS”

Where F is the Lindhard function

Hartree-Fock in the HEG



Hartree-Fock in the HEG

at any finite density n
 

for
kinetic energy dominates



Slater approximation for Vx 

In the HEG the exch. potential is a simple function of n (and k)

Slater approx is to apply it locally with some effective F

1) average over the occupied states

2) value good for the Fermi energy



Slater approximation for Vx 

In the HEG the exch. potential is a simple function of n (and k)

Slater approx is to apply it locally with some effective F

In the          method      is used as a parameter to generate 
orbitals to be used in the HF energy evaluation

or with

with



Local approximations for Vx 
independent electrons in a self-consistent potential 

non-local exchange (Fock) operator

local approximations:

Sharp and Horton, Phys. Rev. 90, 317 (1953)
Talman and Shadwick, Phys. Rev. A 14, 36 (1976)

:   The best local potential in a variational sense

Optimized Effective Potential

statistical average 

Slater Potential

Slater, Phys. Rev. 81, 385 (1951); 82, 538 (1951)



Physical Review 90, 317 (1953)



OEP Variational Approximation

seek the variational minimum of the energy 
expectation value among Fermionic wfcs given by a 
single Slater determinant of a local potential

The variational parameters determine the local potential



OEP vs Hartree-Fock Energy

Chemist definition of correlation: whatever is beyond HF

DFT definition of correlation: what is beyond OEP (aka EXX)

 numerically 

 conceptually 



OEP Energy Functional

Hartree 
energy
     EH > 0

Exchange 
(Fock) energy
     Ex < 0

leads to the OEP eqs for 

 such that 



OEP equations

 such that 

Let 

 and



OEP equations

with



OEP equations

with





MR Norman & DD Koelling Phys Rev B 30,5530 (1984) 



Density Functional
Perturbation Theory

and

Response Functions



Total KS energy



KS self-consistent equations



KS self-consistent equations



KS self-consistent equations



KS self-consistent equations



Total KS energy



Total KS energy

Hellmann-Feynman Theorem

 the linear variation of the GS density is not needed



KS energy expansion



KS energy expansion

 the linear variation of the GS density is needed



static density response

Interacting electron density-density response function

Non-interacting electron density-density response function

Dyson-like equation

Random Phase Approximation



 non-interacting response function



KS self-consistent equations



DFPT self-consistent equations
-----------------------------------------------------------------------



DFPT self-consistent equations

-----------------------------------------------------------------------



DFPT self-consistent equations

-----------------------------------------------------------------------



DFPT self-consistent equations

-----------------------------------------------------------------------



DFPT self-consistent equations

-----------------------------------------------------------------------



DFPT self-consistent equations

-----------------------------------------------------------------------



DFPT self-consistent equations

-----------------------------------------------------------------------



DFPT self-consistent equations



DFPT self-consistent equations

Evaluate second order derivatives





KLI equations



KLI equations





THE END
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